Changes to AY2021 Winter Entrance Examination

- There is no change to the application period: from Nov. 19 to Nov. 24.
  For mailing the applications, they are considered valid if they are postmarked on Nov. 24 at the latest.
  (*We do not set a deadline for delivery.)
  The deadline for uploading the PDFs is 17:00 JST, Nov. 24.

- Application documents should be mailed, and at the same time, PDFs of all the required documents should also be uploaded to the ‘Application Document Submission Website’.
  *‘Admission Application Form Creator’ will be available from November 16, and ‘E-shiharai.net’ for payment of the examination fee will be available from November 2.

- For the schedule, examination methods, or examination subjects of the written and oral examinations for the winter entrance examination, see the webpage and admission guide of each department.

- TOEFL iBT scores are accepted as English examinations. *See ‘Guideline for Submission of TOEFL Scores (for AY2021 Winter Entrance Examination)’ for details.

- Check the detailed conditions on the necessary equipment for online written exams and interviews both on the webpage and Admission Guide of each department.

- We do not lend PCs for the purpose of taking entrance examinations.

- Examination fee for AY2021 admission has been reduced to 10,000 JPY.

- For applicants who have difficulty submitting the originals of certificates or transcripts at the time of application for the entrance examination for unavoidable reasons, we are temporarily accepting photocopies or digital (electronic) versions.  (We will check the originals at the time of enrollment procedures instead.)

- Applicants are required to download their own Examination Admission Cards through the URL given in the email sent individually by December 22 after their applications are accepted.   Note that Examination Admission Cards are not sent by post.  As a result, you do not need to create an address label for the Examination Admission Card Envelope or even to enclose the envelope itself.
  *Japanese postal stamps or IRCs for the postage for sending Examination Admission Card are not necessary either.